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•Highly educated 
•Advanced professional career
•Positive public image/celebrity status—look good on paper
•Present well in public
•Often involved in volunteer/philanthropic work 
•Charming, calculating, manipulative
•All races, religions, cultures represented
•Tend to define their children re gpa, accomplishments
•Motivated by sex, money, winning, revenge, power and control
•Grandiosity, sense of entitlement, “all about them”, center of 
attention

•Good at convincing others partner is “crazy”/abusive—must 
examine history, context, evidence, other valid sources for truth

*Observations based on reports of 1,200 survivors

Understanding Affluent Abusers*…
Common characteristics and behaviors…



•Lack empathy, remorse, self-reflection, conscience, moral maturity
•Often appear to enjoy causing pain/fear to those they should protect 
the most

•Lie easily, often and convincingly
• Include fabricated but precise details for authenticity, sprinkle truth 
with lies, plant seeds of doubt to undermine victim’s character

•Blame partner/others for everything
•Lack self-reflection, accountability—typically never acknowledge 
their own abusive behavior—or mistakes—must always be right

•Last to label themselves an abuser; minimize/deny damage they do
•Very good at playing the victim
•Shame others—but shame-averse—dangerous to shame an abuser
•View relationships in terms of war, business, chess

Understanding Affluent 
Abusers…



Businessman, philanthropist, service 
club president and…

•“How could I have killed my wife if I 
was president of the Rotary Club?”                            
--B. Bashara

*Bob Bashara, Detroit businessman, former Rotary Club president and charity 
fundraiser, confessed to hiring his handyman to kill his wife. She was found dead, 
strangled in her Mercedes.  (Jan 15, 2015)

“…monster, narcissist, sociopath, 
master manipulator, arrogant, 
pathological liar.”
Fernandez and fellow juror Regis Johnson 

Bob Bashara Jane  Bashara



After Bashara’s conviction, 
according to Jane’s sister…

•“Jane supported him and she was committed to him, and she 
would have done just about anything for Bob, except open up he  
401K

• “It is this reluctance to allow him access to her life savings that 
ultimately led Bob to kill her.”

Follow the money…



Perpetrators and targets of abuse 
come from all professions…

WomenSV Clients:
• Engineers
• Doctors
• Professors
• Lawyers
• Psychologists
• Entrepreneurs
• CEO’s
• Religious leaders
• Stay-at-home 

parents

Their Partners:
• Engineers
• Doctors
• Professors
• Lawyers
• Psychologists
• Entrepreneurs
• CEO’s
• Religious leaders
• Stay-at-home 

parents
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Understanding Victims of Affluent Abusers--1

•May appear frazzled, fragmented fragile, scattered, “crazy”, 
paranoid, extremely anxious due to trauma/TBI/PTSD, partner’s 
stalking, abuse, gaslighting

•Leave out important facts, have a hard time remembering key 
details, may not tell their story in a coherent, linear fashion 

•May explain it away—stress, alcohol, work, the economy

•May cope by denial, numbing, dissociation, anti-depressants or 
self-medicating with drugs/alcohol; Often minimize the abuse 
(so do abusers) and the amount of danger they are in



Understanding Victims of Affluent Abusers--2

•May not have confided in anyone and will often deny the abuse 
due to shame and fear (they have to feel safe with you before 
they will confide in you)

•May work well below their professional capacity due to trauma
•May appear capable and take on responsibilities (professional or 
volunteer work) in the outside world while being powerless at 
home; may appear privileged to outsiders while having very little 
access to money of her own

•May appear very confident/strong/unemotional and not fit 
typical profile/what we think of as a battered woman

•Smarter they are, longer they tend to stay



Technological abuse: stalking and 
gaslighting 21st Century style

The Gossamer



Challenges in our hi-tech area--1



In the home



Outside the home
•Pineapple





In the car…



In the car



Would you buy a used car from this 
man?

It started as a 
joke. Inspired by 
“Spaceballs” he 
made a flame 
thrower and sold 
20,000 in 4 days.





Control by Tesla

With Apple Watch app: you can remotely lock or unlock the 
Tesla, turn on the car, adjust climate-control settings, honk 
the horn, set charging limits, back car out of driveway, open 
and close garage door…



Stalking by Tesla

…and geo-locate your partner’s vehicle



Stalking by Uber: Trip Tracker

•Marketed as 
a way to keep 
track of your 
nearest and 
dearest for 
“peace of 
mind”



Smart dolls banned in Germany!

camera



Roselyn Policarpio, former McAfee employee, nurse murdered by partner in April, 
2017—AFTER she left him 

Online abuse

●Monitoring partner’s activity
online
●Spreading rumors online or 
through texts/sending 
insults
●Hacking into email/phone/ 
Facebook page
●Sharing 
private/embarrassing 
photos



Counterfeit/ “spoof”  texts



Stalking is a huge red flag 
in DV!:

● A pattern of harassing or threatening 
tactics that are unwanted and cause 
fear in the victim.

● Can be physical or technological, e.g., 
following or spying on victim.  

80% of DV victims killed by partner had 
been stalked prior (Reid Meloy, Ph.D.)



Find my…girlfriend



Onstar…is listening

•OnStar can be remotely 
activated by malicious 
third parties. This would 
enable third parties to 
track the location of the 
car, along with the ability 
to listen to the contents 
of any conversations 
carried on by the 
occupants within the car 
without their 
consent/knowledge.



Smart lock by August

•Customize what days a person has access to your home, even during 
what hours, and revoke access whenever needed.

•Log the time and date each user enters and exits through the door. 
“This level of detail is handy especially when it comes to managing 
hired workers like dog-walkers, maids or contractors. You’re able to 
see whether they showed up on time, and how long they actually 
stayed in your house.” 

• The lock comes with both a 
mobile app and a web app, so it 
can be used with all Bluetooth-
LE-enabled smartphones. 

• Grant keyless access to friends, 
family and visitors by inviting 
them through the app. 



Spousebusters Spyware--1



Spousebusters Spyware--2



And now for my next trick…

•Through “Settings” an abuser can 
determine every address his 
partner has visited, what day and 
time she went, and how long she 
spent there



What’s next? Visual Microphone

Researchers led by 
MIT engineering 
graduate student, 
Abe Davis have 
learned to recover 
entire conversations 
and music by simply 
videoing and 
analyzing the 
vibrations of a bag 
of chips or a plant’s 
leaves



Basic Strategies

•Go lo-tech
•Park several blocks away
•Leave electronics in trunk
•Get a faraday pouch
•Change passwords 
frequently—use phrases, 
not birthdates or pet 
names

•DuckDuckGo
Faraday Pouch



Basic Strategies

•Use computer at library—set up a new email address
•ProtonMail is encrypted for email
•Download Signal for encrypted texts, phone calls and 
videos

•Get an old flip phone
•Join an informal support group to get validation, 
support, resources and strategy suggestions—strength 
and safety in numbers vs abuser’s tactic to isolate

•Act as if you were being monitored—even at home



Fighting back against the Internet of 
Things: NNEDV

•https://www.ucl.ac.uk/steapp/research/projects/digital-
policy-lab/g-iot-resource-list

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/steapp/research/projects/digital-policy-lab/g-iot-resource-list


Defending against the IoT

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/steapp/research/projects/digital-policy-lab/g-iot-resource-list

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/steapp/research/projects/digital-policy-lab/g-iot-resource-list


Companies are not taking potential abuse of 
their technology into consideration when they 
release new products

What can we do?











Sometimes when you think your every 
move is being watched…

That’s because it is…
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